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Abstract: Recommender systems use the past experiences and preferences of the target users as a basis to provide
personalized recommendations for them and as the same time, solve the information overloading problem. Context as the
dynamic information describing the situation of items and users and affecting the user’s decision process is essential to be used
by recommender systems. Multidimensional approach to recommender systems that can provide recommendations based on
additional contextual information besides the typical information on users and items used in most of the current recommender
systems. This approach supports multiple dimensions, profiling information, and hierarchical aggregation of recommendation.
The recommender system could simultaneously possess the advantages of content-based recommendation, knowledge-based
recommendation, collaborative filtering recommendation and On-Line Analytical Processing (OLAP) in segmenting the
information. Following the improvement of the recommendation structure, it doesn’t have to limit its analysis on the user and
product to compute for the recommendation result and it could also handle and determine more complex contextual
information as recommendation computation foundation. It could develop better results if applied in different domains. This
work extends the multidimensional recommendation model concept of Adomavicius and Tuzhilin (2001) and proposes a
multidimensional recommendation environment to integrate the contextual information.
Keywords: Aggregation, Contextual, Multidimensional, Recommendation

1. Introduction
The recommender system is not only limited to
E-commerce. It is also applicable for searching the most
appropriate results in various search systems. Recommender
system has already been developed for many years and there
were many researches on the improvements of traditional
recommendation methods. Majority of the researches
focused on the improvement of the algorithm and combined
applications of traditional recommender systems but they all
have a similar drawback. Majority of the recommender
systems use the gathered data under similar environment to
provide recommendations. It was discovered, in an actual
experience, that if only user’s past behaviors were
considered and the contextual information were ignored, it
often caused suspicion in the recommendation results. In
recent years, there were also numerous studies proving that,
to improve a recommender system, it should all begin in data
collection and profile establishment. In the inferring process,

the effects of contextual information should also be
considered and be used as the criterion of recommendation to
provide appropriate recommendation results. The
multidimensional
recommendation
model
(MD
recommendation model) proposed by Adomavicius and
Tuzhilin (2001) as the foundation to establish a
recommendation structure with multidimensional data
collection and analysis ability and solve the movie
recommendation problems with the use of hierarchy
processing and aggregate calculating capabilities.

2. Recommender Systems
Traditionally, recommender systems deal with
applications that have two types of entities, users and items.
The recommender system would first acquire the ratings of
users toward items they have already experienced to analyze
their
interests
and
preferences
then
provide
recommendations from items of the same classification that
haven’t been rated by the users. In other words, traditional
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recommender system could be shown as the values of
two-dimensional “Users×Items” matrix and it also computed
the rating function of all the users toward the items R(u,i). It
can be shown as R: Users × Items → Ratings.
According to Balabanovic and Shoham [1997], the
approaches to recommender systems are usually classified as
Content-based, Collaborative, and Hybrid.
All of the approaches focus on recommending items to
users or users to items and do not take into consideration
additional contextual information, such as time, place, the
company of other people, and other factors affecting
recommendation experiences. To address these issues,
Adomavicius and Tuzhilin proposed a multidimensional
approach to recommendations where the traditional
two-dimensional user/item paradigm was extended to
support additional dimensions capturing the context in which
recommendations are made. This multidimensional approach
is based on the multidimensional data model used for data
warehousing and On-Line Analytical Processing
applications in databases, on hierarchical aggregation
capabilities, and on user, item and other profiles defined for

each of these dimensions. Here also mention how the
standard multidimensional OLAP model is adjusted when
applied to recommender systems. Finally, to provide more
extensive and flexible types of recommendations that can be
requested by the user on demand, Adomavicius and Tuzhilin
present a Recommendation Query Language (RQL) that
allows users to express complex recommendations that can
take into account multiple dimensions, aggregation
hierarchies, and extensive profiling information.

3. Multidimensional Recommendation
Structure
The proposed multidimensional recommendation
structure of this study is shown in figure 1. The
multidimensional recommendation is used as a foundation to
establish a complete multidimensional recommendation
model. The components and process of the structure will be
elaborately discussed below.

Figure1. Multidimensional Recommendation Structure

3.1. Recommendation Module
Since the ratings of users toward an item might belong to
different hierarchies, the recommender system uses the
multidimensional recommendation foundation to forecast the
unknown rating. Here uses the concept of content-based
recommendation to establish the dimension profile. Each
dimension profile includes the attribute properties and its
weighted value. Higher weighted value indicates the more
important the attribute is. In the first stage, the
recommendation module compares the user profile
(preferences and rules) and the weighted value of attribute in
the dimension to determine the user list (UL) with similar
preferences. In the second stage, the user list (UL) produced
from stage 1 is used as the subject of comparison in
multidimensional collaborative filtering recommendation.
Dimensionality reduction (Adomavicius et al., 2005) is used
to handle the ratings of users. It is also used to analyze the

relationship of target users and similar user list to find the
target items for the recommendation list (RL). The last stage
determines the key dimensions. It uses the multi-facet to
demonstrate the properties of key dimensions as the
explanation of the recommendation result.
3.2. Profile Database and Rating Database
The profile database stores the profiles of users and
contextual dimensions (time, location, companion, etc.)
including properties, characteristics and operation methods.
The rating database records the ratings of the users toward an
item. It is considered as an important reference of the system
to deduce rating.
3.3. Movie Database
This study establishes a movie recommender system
environment that considers five contextual information
namely user, movie, time, location and companion as the
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multidimensional recommendation foundation. Because the
hierarchy ratings have a problem of many rating selections,
therefore, this study assumes time, location and companion
as a single value attribute. The movie dimension could be
established to include multi-value or hierarchical attributes.
The multi-facet revealed to be able to provide a hierarchical
rating selection. The definitions of the five dimensions are:
(i) User: user is represented by u. User properties include
static and dynamic properties.
(ii) Movie: movie is represented by i. It represents the
recommendation target as the items indicated in the above
which include multiple movie attributes.
(iii) Time: time is represented by t. It is description of the
time the movie might be watched including weekdays,
weekends and premiere week.
(iv) Location: location is represented by p. The location
dimension includes where the movie is watched, in a movie
house or at home.
(v) Companion: companion is represented by f. It
represents the relationship between the companion and the
user.

4. Foundation of Multidimensional
Recommendation
The characteristics proposed by Adomavicius et al. (2005)
as the foundation of the multidimensional recommendation
system. The MD model includes the four basic
characteristics and capabilities: (1) multiple dimensions, (2)
profiling capabilities, (3) aggregation capabilities, and (4)
multi-facet capabilities. To have a good recommendation
capability in the multidimensional recommendation model,
this study uses four characteristics and capabilities as the
foundation of the multidimensional recommendation system.
These four characteristics would be further discussed below.

as Di

⊆ Ai1 × Ai 2 × ...× Aij .
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Aij represents the properties

included in the dimension Di. In addition, the attributes could
also be a set.
The dimension and attributes include the concept of
hierarchy. In the dimensions items and time, the hierarchy of
the item is based on the item classification structure (i.e.
product classification). The representation method of the
two-dimensional rating function is used as the foundation.
The multidimensional recommendation model rating could
be shown as r(D1,D2,…,Dn). The influencing key dimensions
(D1,D2,…) are used to determine the value of the
recommendation function. Users and items are the two basic
dimensions that are indispensable in a multidimensional
recommendation; therefore, the definition represented by the
rating function is the level of likeness of a user towards an
item in a context. For example, if a recommendation space
includes a three dimensions user, item and time, its rating
function is shown as r(u,i,t). From r(Jason,
tour-in-Tokyo-Japan, summer vacation) = 7, it is shown that
Jason likes to travel to Tokyo during summer vacation. It
expresses the user’s preference and explains the user
behavior. In recommendation space, the key dimensions
could be used as ratings just as if the purpose of the
traditional recommender system lies within U×I matrix, the
rating function (r(D1,D2,…,Dn))of the MD model lies within
a multidimensional matrix. For example, if the
recommendation space includes user, item and time, the
rating r(u,i,t) lies in a three-dimensional space U×I×T. The
three-dimensional recommendation space is shown in figure
2.

4.1. Multiple Dimensions
The dimension represents the range of the
recommendation
space
(RS).
The
traditional
recommendation method considered only two dimensions
namely user and item. The concept of multi-dimension is
extended from the data warehouse and OLAP using
multi-facet to view the data. If the rating computation would
be used to handle the recommendation problem, traditional
two-dimensional recommender system can be represented as
R: Users × Items → Ratings. It means that the rating was
determined by user and item. The r(u, i) values of
two-dimensional “U×I” matrix was the inferring purpose of
the recommendation and used the dimensions user and items
as its foundation. This study adds the other contextual
information and each context are represented by one
dimension. The recommendation space (RS) is shown as
RS=D1×D2×…×Dn. Each dimension has its own specific
format, attributes and operation method. Its attributes are
used as the main description of the dimension. It is shown

Figure2. U×I ×T Recommendation Space (Adomavicius et al., 2001)

The problem of multidimensional recommendation is
similar with that of the traditional recommendation which is
to calculate the rating function in the matrix. The first
problem is select of dimensions. The recommendation space
might include multiple dimensions but not all dimensions are
applicable. In other words, not all the contextual information
is influential. To select the key dimension that is most
influential to the recommendation result is a really valuable
topic for research. This study uses time, location and
companion as the key dimensions. After analyzing the
contextual information, many other interesting problems are
discovered. Aside from explaining the problems from many
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different angles, analysis operations could be used to make
appropriate recommendations.
4.2. Profiling Capabilities
This study applies the concept of profile construction in
the multidimensional recommendation model. Traditional
profile construction techniques are mostly applied in
describing the characteristics of users and items. When
applied in the multidimensional recommendation
environment, there are also changes in the establishing
capabilities and patterns of the profiles. The technique for
establishing the multidimensional profile is more
complicated and considers more problems than the
traditional one. According to its capabilities of the
multidimensional profiling techniques shown above, this
study believes that it would surely provide better
recommendation
results.
The
multidimensional
recommendation model applies more appropriate
dimensional profiles as recommendation foundation. One of
its advantage is it can provide appropriate and accurate
recommendation results. Considering contextual information
not only helps increase the accuracy of the recommendation
result, it is even better for establishing rules to explain the
preferences of users with special or unique demands. In
addition, another advantage is that the results by the profiling
can secure and reduce the recommendation range.
4.3. Aggregation Capabilities
Aggregation is the main purpose of establishing data cubes
in data warehousing. Aggregation is a tool of the traditional
analysis. When the dimensions of the data cube increase, it
would affect the time of inquiry. By using aggregation, it
would focus its analysis on the main information. This study
combines the hierarchical structure and the aggregation
capabilities for the MD model to have similar storing
capability like data warehouse, OLAP data analysis and
aggregation capabilities. Using movie recommendation as
the example, one-on-one rating was used in the past. Using
the hierarchy concept and aggregation, R(Tom,The Ring)=6
was also similar to the results r(Tom, sci-fi)=6 or r(male,The
Ring)=6. The ratings of Tom towards science fiction (sci-fi)
films could be used to estimate his level of likeness towards

sci-fi films or use the ratings of the male population who
already watched “The Ring” to estimate r(male,The Ring).
The mathematical equation would be:
r(Tom,sci-fi)=AGGRM.type=sci-fir(Tom,M),
M = {movieI, … movien}

(1)

If Average (AVG) represents the aggregation function
(Aggr), formula (1) would be:
r(Tom,sci-fi)=AVGM.type=sci-fir(Tom,M),
M = {movieI, movien}

(2)

4.4. Multi-Facet Capabilities
Past recommender systems provided recommendation list
according to the forecasted rating levels. It cannot effectively
explain the recommendation result and also cannot explain
how the recommendation was produced. Using museum
collection database as an example, Hyvonen et al. (2003)
proposed the use of Ontology as searching structure
foundation and combined multi-facet classification for
searching solution. Especially in handling searching results,
Differences of Semantics were used to classify searching
results and multi-facet demonstration was used to show
searching results in order to conform the needs of users. If
only a fixed attribute is used for aggregate computation in
handling hierarchy ratings, contradicting results would often
appear. This study believes that the result would not be the
fault of aggregation but due to the selection of wrong
attribute (type of movie) would lead to the wrong result of
aggregation. Movies involve many properties or attributes.
Each attribute could become the reason of selection by the
users, therefore, the numerous attributes of the movies
should be considered. The aggregation result shown in figure
3 discovers that the attributes “leading actor” and “year” are
similar with the aggregation result. Both sides could provide
an appropriate classification and explanation toward the
recommendation result.

5. Rating Estimation in
Multidimensional Recommender
Systems

Figure3. Multi-facet Aggregation
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An important research question is how to estimate
unknown ratings in a multidimensional recommendation
space. As in traditional recommender systems, the key
problem in multidimensional systems is the extrapolation of
the rating function from a subset of ratings that are specified
by the users for different levels of the aggregation hierarchies
in the multidimensional cube of ratings. For example, some
ratings are specified for the bottom level of individual ratings,
such as John Doe assigned rating 7 to “Gladiator,”—R(JD,
Gladiator) = 7, whereas others are specified for aggregate
ratings, such as John Doe assigned rating 6 to action
movies—R(JD, action) = 6. Then, the general rating
estimation problem can be formulated as follows:
Multi-level Multidimensional Rating Estimation Problem:
given the initial (small) set of user-assigned ratings specified
for different levels of the multidimensional cube of ratings,
the task is to estimate all other ratings in the cube at all the
levels of the OLAP hierarchies.
This rating estimation problem is formulated in its most
general case, where the ratings are specified and estimated at
multiple levels of OLAP hierarchies. Although there are
many methods proposed for estimating ratings in traditional
two-dimensional recommender systems as described, not all
of these methods can be directly extended to the
multidimensional case because extra dimensions and
aggregation hierarchies complicate the problem. We will first
describe how to estimate multidimensional ratings without
aggregation hierarchies using the proposed reduction-based
approach.
5.1. An Overview of the Reduction-Based Approach
The Reduction-Based approach reduces the problem of
multidimensional recommendations to the traditional
two-dimensional User × Item recommendation space.
Therefore, it does not consider aggregation hierarchies and
operates at the level of individual cells of the
multidimensional cube of ratings described. Furthermore,
one of the advantages of the reduction-based approach is that
all previous research on two-dimensional recommender
systems is directly applicable in the multidimensional
case—any of the methods described can be applied after the
reduction is done. How this reduction can be done, we
consider the content presentation system discussed.
Furthermore, assume that, a three-dimensional rating
prediction function supporting time can be defined as -

where D contains records <user, content, time, rating> for the
user-specified ratings. Then the three-dimensional prediction
function can be expressed through a two-dimensional
prediction function as follows:

where D[Time = t](User, Content, rating) denotes a rating set
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obtained from D by selecting only those records where Time
dimension has value t and keeping only the corresponding
values for User and Content dimensions as well as the value
of the rating itself. In other words, if we treat a set of
three-dimensional ratings D as a relation, then D[Time =
t](User, Content, rating) is simply another relation obtained
from D by performing two relational operations: selection
followed by projection.
5.2. Combined Reduction-Based and Traditional CF
Approaches
In order to combine the two methods, we need some
performance metric to determine which method
“outperforms” the other one on various segments. There are
several performance metrics that are traditionally used to
evaluate performance of recommender systems, such as
mean absolute error (MAE), mean squared error (MSE),
correlation between predictions and actual ratings, precision,
recall, F-measure, and the Receiver Operating Characteristic
(ROC). The MAE measure is a representative example of a
statistical accuracy measure. The decision-support accuracy
metrics measure how well a recommender system can predict
which of the unknown items will be highly rated. The
F-measure is a representative example of the
decision-support accuracy metric. Moreover, although both
types of measures are important, it has been argued in the
literature that the decision-support metrics are better suited
for recommender systems because they focus on
recommending high-quality items, which is the primary
target of recommender systems.
After introducing the preliminary concepts, to present the
combined approach that consists of the following two phases.
First, using known user-specified ratings (i.e., training data),
we need to determine which contextual segments outperform
the traditional CF method. Second, in order to predict a
rating, we need to choose the best contextual segment for that
particular rating and use the two-dimensional
recommendation algorithm on this contextual segment.
The combined approach is expected to perform equally
well or better than the pure two-dimensional approach in
practice (however, this is not an absolute theoretical
guarantee, since the actual performance ultimately depends
on the underlying data). The extent to which the combined
approach can outperform the two-dimensional approach
depends on many different factors, such as the application
domain, quality of data, and the performance metric (i.e.,
adding contextual information to recommender systems may
improve some metrics more significantly than others, as will
be shown below). The main advantage of the combined
reduction-based approach described is that it uses the
reduction-based approach only for those contextual
situations where this method outperforms the standard 2D
recommendation algorithm, and continues to use the latter
where there is no improvement.
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5.3. Multi-Level Rating Estimation Problem
Aggregate ratings, are important since they can be useful
in various applications. For instance, one can estimate some
of the unknown individual ratings in terms of the known
aggregate and known individual ratings. Another reason for
using aggregate ratings is that, under certain assumptions,
they can have smaller estimation errors than individual
ratings. To see this, consider the two-dimensional case of
User × Item when the rating estimation function is modeled
as

where Ra(u, i) is the true rating of item i made by user u, Rc(u,
i) is its estimated value, and ε(µ, σ2) is an error term that is
represented as a random variable having an unspecified
distribution with mean µ and variance σ2, and that this
distribution is the same across all the users and items.
It is not true in general that estimations of aggregate ratings
are always more accurate than estimations of individual
ratings. Obviously, this depends on various factors,
including:
(i) the rating estimation function,
(ii) the rating aggregation function (e.g., AVG,
AVG-of-Top-k, etc.), and
(iii) the accuracy measure (mean absolute error, mean
squared error, F-measure, etc.) that are being used in the
model.
Therefore, an important research problem would be to
determine when it is the case—under what conditions an
estimated aggregate rating is more accurate than the
individual estimated ratings. This question also constitutes
an interesting topic for future research.

6. Experiment Design
This study applies the proposed multidimensional
recommendation in the movie recommendation. Even though
most of movie information websites have detailed
information of the movie, ratings, discussions, etc., it still
doesn’t have the capability of collecting related contextual
information. Therefore, this experiment couldn’t directly use
the rating information of the movie information websites for
analysis. Due to this problem, this study designs an
experimental website and collects the necessary information
to be used in this experiment. To verify the feasibility of its
structure, this study makes an experimental movie
recommendation system to collect the rating of the users
toward the movies and provides movie recommendation
according to the recorded rating. Because this study mainly
focuses its discussion on the capability of the
multidimensional recommendation model and not in the
learning mechanism towards improving the outcome of the
recommendation result, the capability of the learning
mechanism is not added in the experiment process. The
experimental system consists of two main capabilities
namely movie rating and movie recommendation. The

system structure could be divided into four parts, shown in
figure 4. Detailed explanations of the parts are explained
below:
Database: stores profile information of the users, movie
information, actor and director information, rating
information, recommendation information and statistics
information.
Profiling module of users: includes four profiles namely
movie, time, location and companion. The user should
establish his/her personal profile at the beginning of the
experiment.
Movie rating module: This study uses the collection of
Truemovie.com from January 2003 to February 2006 (a total
of 309 movies’ information) as the experiment foundation to
provide picture and text movie information for users to rate
the movies. Points 1-7 are used to rate the user’s interest in
the movie where 5 and above representing the user is
interested in that movie. It also records the user’s
appreciation towards the contextual information of the
movie.

Figure4. Structure of experiment system

Movie
recommendation
module:
The
movie
recommendation module is divided into two parts. The first
part considers the multidimensional recommendation model
of the contextual information. Firstly, it analyzes a possible
movie list for recommendation according to the profile of the
target customer/user. The movies in the movie list that could
be recommended are declared as target movies. Users with
much variation are eliminated according to the profiles of the
target users and search for target users that might be in
similar user list of common rating behavior. The similarity of
the target user and possible similar user group are computed.
If the similarity value is 0.5 greater than the threshold value,
include it in similar user group. Then list the similar user list
according to the rating of the target movie one by one. If
similar rating of a target movie exceeds three persons, then
the forecasted rating of the movie can be calculated. Provide
recommendation result explanation after comparing the
forecasted rating and the aggregated rating of the movie
attribute. Lastly, list the top five recommended movies. The
second part is the traditional collaborative filtering
recommendation module. The effect of the contextual
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information is eliminated and just considers the dimensions,
user and movie. List the top five recommended movies.
6.1. Setting of System Parameters
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clear setting of the multidimensional recommendation
algorithm and the related parameters used in the experiment
operation. Table1 shows the system parameter settings and
their description.

Before continuing with the experiment, first let’s provide a
Table1: Table of system parameter setting
Parameter Setting

Description

Number of experiment sample in stage 1: 40 persons

Collect movie rating information

Number of experiment sample in stage 2: 25 persons

Ask 25 persons to rate the movies, render them to the multidimensional movie
recommendation result, provide the ratings and select its level of satisfaction

Threshold value of the movie rating in stage 2: 25 movies

Set the lowest allowable value for movie rating of a user. Ensure that the common rating is
greater than the threshold value

Threshold value of the liked movie: 5

Points 1-7 is used to rate the user’s interest in the movie where 5 and above representing the
user is interested in that movie

Common rating of the movies:
6 movies and above

The target user c and the possible similar user c’ should have 6 or more movies with common
ratings to be able to compute for the similarity value

Threshold value of the similar users: 3 and above

To be able to compute for the forecasted rating, the number of similar target users should be
greater than 3

Similarity’s threshold value:
0.5 and above

To compute for the similarities between the target user u and possible similar users u’,
greater than 0.5 could already determine the similar users

6.2. Process of the Experiment
The experiment process of this study is shown below:
(i) The first stage of the experiment uses the collected user
ratings as the main purpose of the recommendation
computation foundation of stage two. The members of a
movie discussion area are used as the experiment sample.
The system in stage one doesn’t recommend any movies. A
total of 40 persons are examined and 1452 movie rating
information is collected.
(ii) The number of examined sample in stage two is 25 and
they are different from the 40 samples selected in stage one.
The users are set to rate at least 25 movies before proceeding
to the other parts of the experiment. The system produces
two groups of recommendation results. A total of 10 movies
are divided equally into 5 multidimensional recommendation
results and 5 collaborative filtering recommendation results.
The users separately rate their satisfaction according to the
recommendation result and recommendation description The
satisfaction level of the recommendation result is divided
into 5 points and they could select whether they have
watched the movie or not. The recommendation description
is divided into 7 points.

7. Conclusion
This study defines the attributes and capabilities of the
multidimensional recommendation structure namely
multiple dimensions, profiling capabilities, aggregation
capabilities and multi-facet capabilities.
Aside from proposing theories, this study designs a movie
recommender prototype system to enhance the confirmation

of the multidimensional recommendation result. The
research results confirm that adopting contextual
multidimensional recommendation method could promote
the accuracy of the recommendation results. The forecasted
ratings and the actual user satisfactory level are quite close
meaning that the recommendation method proposed by this
study is good. Besides, most of the viewing behaviors of the
users are consistent with the system recommendation results
which show that the recommendation result conform with the
users’ behaviors. In a short period of time, this study could
control the preferences and interests of the users to produce
good recommendation results.
Although this study and the study of Adomavicius et al.
(2005) both discussed the capabilities of the
multidimensional recommendation method, the purposes are
different. The research purpose and emphasis of
Adomavicius et al. (2005) was to propose an algorithm that
descent and select the best key dimension and attributes
while the purpose of this study is to propose a complete
multidimensional recommendation structure and process and
proposes to solve the contradicting problem of hierarchy
rating using multi-facet capabilities. Although the
experiment didn’t focus on testing and measuring feedback
and learning module, this study believes that if the module is
added in the recommender system and with continuous
collection of user rating information, the system could
re-compute for the similarity of users and correct the user
preferences then re-compute the recommendation result.
Therefore, new recommendation information could be
attained after a short period of time. Because the system
combines multi-facet attributes, aside from producing
recommendation results according to the special preferences
of the users, result classification could also be done
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according to the reason of recommendation and it can even
provide recommendation by immediately combining the
contextual information. In addition, the following
suggestions are proposed for practical application:
(i) To understand E-commerce and general consumption
needs and behaviors of users in order to obtain
personalization, the influence of the contextual information
should be given more importance. Understand and use the
followed contextual information of the consumption,
browsing and rating behaviors of the users to get closer to the
thoughts of the users. If necessary, without disturbing the
users, user’s profiles could also be used to collect related
contextual information
(ii) The factors used in the actual application of the
recommender system in different domains are not necessarily
similar. If the concept of multi-dimension is adopted in the
integration of many recommendation methods, the
differences among the applications of different domains
could be seen. Selecting correct method and appropriate
dimensions could help obtain appropriate recommendations
and support the decisions of the users.
(iii) In reality, selecting appropriate context as basis could
be difficult especially if the contextual information of the
domain is not shown using structure or it cannot be easily
classified. Therefore, it is suggested that in analyzing the key
context, enough samples should be collected to effectively
measure and discover the importance of the contextual
information. This characteristic is similar to the situation of
digging out the key dimensions in data mining. The more
information the data warehouse possesses, the more helpful it
would be for the analysis and results.
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